Valued Customer,

Your Partner in Precision Agriculture

October 1, 2016 marked the merger of two leading precision
ag technology companies—Vantage South, based in Samson,
Alabama and SmithTech, based in Clarksdale, Mississippi. The
teams at both our companies have worked hard for over a
decade to establish a common reputation as precision ag experts
and provide exceptional service for customers throughout
Alabama, Mississippi, Northwest Florida and Eastern Tennessee.
Because we are solely focused on precision technology for use
in agriculture, our customers can continue to feel confident that
our advanced level of specialization will maximize every acre on
their farm.

Vantage South
4824 County Road 460
Samson, AL 36477

score
Vantage South sells and services the full line of Trimble precision agriculture solutions as well as
products from Precision Planting, Capstan Ag and Liebrecht Manufacturing.
We offer precision ag solutions for:

design and content
orientation

Variable rate seeding prescriptions

High-resolution soil sampling

Variable rate fertility prescriptions

Yield map processing and analysis

Variable rate irrigation prescriptions

Data management

Zone creation

Water management survey and design

Soil mapping

Pipe planning
Moisture sensors

Soil sampling

The leadership of both organizations saw the benefit of
combining our skills and expertise to provide customers with
access to industry-leading hardware, services and consultation.
Our goal has always been to build strong personal and
consultative relationships with growers, consultants and ag
retailers in order to reduce the stress and confusion caused by
score
the rapidly evolving precision ag technology market.
Precision ag hardware and services have become an integral
part of most farming operations today. However, with so many
variations of hardware and services on the market, growers have
become increasingly frustrated when trying to integrate their
technology solutions and generate a return on their investment.

Huntsville, AL
Jay, FL
Clarksdale, MS

Rolling Fork, MS
Greenwood, MS

888-982-1997 | www.vantage-south.com

Follow us on:

Purchasing decisions are often made based on what will be
easiest and most convenient solution to incorporate into an
operation. Unfortunately, the easy and convenient decision may
not result in the best outcome, leading to the perception that
technology is not as effective as it could be.
Thoroughly understanding the capabilities of the technology we
sell, how it functions, the problems it solves and the potential
ROI is Vantage South’s specialty. No matter the brand of
equipment, farming practices used or level of precision ag
adoption on an operation, Vantage South is committed to
providing our customers advice on the right combination
of solutions and integrating the many complex precision
ag processes across their farm to improve farm efficiency
and productivity.

Josh Carnley
Owner and General Manager

“Because we are solely focused on precision technology
for use in agriculture, our customers can continue to feel
confident that our advanced level of specialization
will maximize every acre on their farm.”

Josh Carnley

Brian Smith

OWNER, GENERAL MANAGER

OWNER, WATER MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

Tel: 888 -982-1997
Email: josh@vantage-south.com

Tel: 888 -982-1997
Email: brian@vantage-south.com

Multiple Vantage South Locations to Serve You:
Samson, AL
Dothan, AL
Daphne, AL
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Your Partner in Precision Agriculture

AERIAL IMAGERY:
HELPFUL OR HYPE?

SPECIAL OFFERS:

How does aerial imagery help me farm smarter? This is a

special financing programs on all Trimble products:

For a limited time, Vantage South is offering the following

common question from farmers, and can be easily answered
through the following details.
In-time aerial imagery is a very useful tool to help cut costs
for farming expenses such as fertility, irrigation, insecticides,
fungicides, herbicides, and plant growth regulators (PGRs).

Aerial and NDVI imagery on a corn field showing stress areas
that were determined to be early season fertility deficiencies.

•

0.0% interest for three years

•

2.9% interest for five years

•

Minimum purchase of $12,500 applies for these programs

•

Program valid through 6/30/17

By providing a bird’s eye view of a farm and illustrating

From June 1 – August 17, 2017 customers can take advantage

issues that cannot be seen with the naked eye, aerial

of the following Precision Planting Summer Program:

imagery removes the guesswork involved in deciphering

•

which inputs and farming practices are most successful.

$200 per row for three products
(vDrive, DeltaForce, and Speedtube)

The 3D views provided by aerial imagery enable crop

•

consultants and farmers to make informed decisions faster,
and solve problems quickly—or before they even occur.

$150 per row for two products
(vDrive, DeltaForce, and/or SpeedTube)

•
Common issues such as inefficient furrow irrigation,

$50 per row for one product

DISCOUNTED

3-YEAR

0%
FINANCING

(DeltaForce, vDrive, or SpeedTube)

plugged center pivot emitters, inefficient fertility, disease
outbreaks, pestilence and weeds can quickly be identified
using in-time aerial imagery. Further, aerial imagery enables

CapstanAG Pinpoint II System

timely defoliant and harvest decisions, providing farmers
with a valuable tool for increasing yield and improving their
bottom line.

NDVI and enhanced color on irrigated cotton showing early
growing season stress caused by insect pressure.

Control Sprayer Drift More Effectively
The rules and regulations surrounding the use of Dicamba and

Vantage South operates planes and drones to collect aerial

and 4 m crop zone resolution, and can be collected,

2,4-D products for application on specific crop varieties makes

imagery and produce maps, which can then be used to

formatted in a variety of file types and emailed to

sprayer drift a big concern. To efficiently control drift, Vantage

create prescription zones to target any issues that appear.

customers in less than 24 hours. Contact Vantage South at

South recommends installing CapstanAG’s Pinpoint II system on

This state-of-the-art imagery provides 18 cm resolution with

888-982-1997 for more information on our aerial imagery

all sprayer makes and models due to the system’s:

standard color, vegetative indexes, 2 m thermal resolution

solutions or to schedule an appointment for your farm.
•

individual nozzle control

•

turn compensation

•

valve diagnostics

•

uniform application

Chris Sprowles

Use of the CapstanAG Pinpoint II system produces optimum

PRECISION AGRONOMIST

coverage, eliminates wasted inputs and the risk of

Tel: 888 -982-1997
Email: csprowles@vantage-south.com

“burn in the turn.” For more information, visit

www.vantage-south.com
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FREE
10-DAY
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EQUIPMENT!
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